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   14651/04 CRIMORG 129
   14649/04 CRIMORG 128
   + COR 1 (fi)
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

2. Draft Council conclusions on the development of a strategic concept with regard to tackling cross-border organised crime at EU-level
   15050/04 CRIMORG 138
   13463/2/04 REV 2 CRIMORG 105
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

3. Third round of Mutual Evaluations "Exchange of information and intelligence between Europol and the Member States and among the Member States respectively"
   – Report on the first five evaluation visits (Sweden, Portugal, Finland, Germany and Belgium)
   9501/4/04 REV 4 CRIMORG 43
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004
4. Draft Council conclusions regarding an administrative approach to combating organised crime
   14640/04 CRIMORG 126
   + ADD 1
   14125/2/04 CRIMORG 123 REV 2
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 1.12.2004

5. Draft Council conclusions on an improved use of Eurojust in the fight against serious crime
   15285/04 EUROJUST 97
   12561/4/04 REV 4 EUROJUST 78
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

6. Council Decision amending the Council Decision of 27 March 2000 authorising the Director of Europol to enter into negotiations on agreements with third States and non EU-related bodies
   14189/04 EUROPOL 52
   14188/04 EUROPOL 51
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 18.11.2004

7. Draft Council conclusions regarding police professional standards concerning international police cooperation
   14633/04 ENFOPOL 164
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

8. Half-yearly strategic document on terrorism in Europe: focus on CBRN
   15115/04 ENFOPOL 182
   14135/2/04 ENFOPOL 151 REV 2
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

9. Guidelines relating to the negotiations to be held in Vienna, from 29 November to 10 December 2004, within the framework of the United Nations Commission for International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), for an instrument on the international carriage of goods
   14892/1/04 JUSTCIV 177 MAR 199 REV 1
   + ADD 1
   RESTREINT UE
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 1.12.2004

    13853/04 JUSTCIV 160
    + COR 1
    13739/04 JUSTCIV 155
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 10.11.2004
11. Adoption of a Council Decision establishing the European Refugee Fund for the period 2005-2010
   14871/04 ASILE 68
   13086/04 ASILE 57
   + COR 1 (nl)
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 1.12.2004

12. Integration of biometric identifiers into the uniform format for visa stickers and residence permits for third-country nationals
   15256/04 VISA 210 COMIX 717
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

13. Draft Council conclusions evaluating the progress made with regard to the implementation of the programme of measures to combat illegal immigration across the maritime borders of the Member States of the European Union
   15087/04 FRONT 201 COMIX 709
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

14. Adoption of draft Council conclusions on best practice on return with regard to specific countries of third-country nationals illegally staying on the territory of Member States
   15122/04 MIGR 107 COMIX 713
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

15. Best practice on return
   14750/1/04 MIGR 103 COMIX 692 REV 1  RESTREINT UE
   14755/1/04 MIGR 104 COMIX 693 REV 1  RESTREINT UE
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

16. Towards a new programme of Schengen evaluations – Council conclusions
   15313/04 SCH-EVAL 71 COMIX 721
   15275/04 SCH-EVAL 70 COMIX 718
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

17. Proposal for transfer of appropriations No DEC62/2004 between chapters within Section III – Commission – of the general budget for the financial year 2004 (NCE)
   14634/04 FIN 515 PE-L 171
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 18.11.2004

18. Proposal for transfer of appropriations No DEC63/2004 between chapters within Section III – Commission – of the general budget for the financial year 2004 (NCE)
   14783/04 FIN 528 PE-L 173
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

19. Proposal for transfer of appropriations No DEC64/2004 between chapters within Section III – Commission – of the general budget for the financial year 2004 (NCE)
   14784/04 FIN 529 PE-L 174
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004
European Union contribution in the framework of the ECOWAS Moratorium for small arms
and light weapons (SALW)
   15236/04 PESC 1039 CODUN 40 COAFR 159
   14521/04 PESC 955 CODUN 25 COAFR 139
   + COR 1 (fr)
approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004

21. Revision of the ACP-EC Partnership Agreement
   – Ministerial negotiating meeting (Brussels, 3 December 2004)
      15161/04 ACP 180 FIN 555 PTOM 42
      approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 1.12.2004

22. Adoption of the general implementing provisions
    14081/04 STAT 77 FIN 484

   (a) Council Decision on the arrangements for implementing the attestation procedure
      12652/2/04 STAT 71 FIN 406 REV 2
      + REV 2 COR 1 (el)
      + REV 3 (fi)

   (b) General implementing provisions regarding the missions of officials and servants of the
       Council of the European Union
      12653/1/04 STAT 72 FIN 407 REV 1
      + REV 2 (fi)

   (c) Transitional Council Decision laying down general implementing provisions on the
       correlation between types of post and categories/grades, with a description of the
       relevant duties and powers
      12654/04 STAT 73 FIN 408
      + COR 1 (pt)
approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 24.11.2004

23. Adoption in the Czech, Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Hungarian, Maltese, Polish, Slovenian
    and Slovak languages of the Council Decisions appointing and replacing members and
    alternate members of the various Committees and Administrative or Management Boards in
    the social field
    14304/04 SOC 524
    + ADD 1
approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 24.11.2004

°
°
°
Items for public deliberation

24. Adoption of a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Council Regulation (EC) No 975/1999 laying down the requirements for the implementation of development cooperation operations which contribute to the general objective of developing and consolidating democracy and the rule of law and to that of respecting human rights and fundamental freedoms (LA+S)

15248/04 DEVGEN 244 COHOM 47 CODEC 1285
PE-CONS 3683/04 DEVGEN 169 COHOM 34 CODEC 1025
approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 1.12.2004


14858/04 EF 52 ECOFIN 382 DRS 40 CODEC 1249
+ ADD 1
PE-CONS 3680/04 EF 33 ECOFIN 283 DRS 27 CODEC 926
+ COR 1 (de)
+ REV 1 (sl)
+ REV 2 (lt)
+ REV 3 (lv)
approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.11.2004